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From Thread to Toe
Contrary to on-trend fast fashion where brands are
disconnected from manufacturing, our entire design and
production process is managed from our Cambodia-
based workshop. This lets us stay connected every step
of the way. 

Sustainability
We all have a footprint. As a business we strive to
minimise the impact we have on this planet, by using
biodegradable materials for our products. And the little
carbon we create offset with carbon credits supporting
the protection of native rainforest in Cambodia. 

Handmade footwear designed for long lasting comfort.
Crafted with care using sustainable materials in a fair and
empowering workplace.

Carefully crafted comfort







Curacao

Women's | Classic Fit 

Pistachio Classic Denim

Jet BlackMango

Upper: cotton canvas | denim
Sole: jute with organic rubber outer



Eburnean Black

Women's | ExtraFit 

Caesious Very Berry

Upper: cotton canvas | denim
Sole: jute with organic rubber outer

Our ExtraFit design with fitted flexible band maximises comfort on the instep.

We love this planet
So we make products that last. But when your espadrilles finally wear out, we

want them to vanish fast! That’s why all our shoes are fully biodegradable.
They’re 100% vegan too.





Classic Denim

Men's | Classic Fit 

Jet Black

Upper: cotton canvas | denim
Sole: jute with organic rubber outer

"Loved the espadrilles so much, I bought two pairs. Comfortable, durable" - Craig 
 

" I love that the materials used are vegan friendly and biodegradable" - Claudia
 

"Pretty colours, easy comfort and casual style … 100% wow!" - Kate



Urban Nights

Men's | ExtraFit 

Urban Jungle Eburnean Black

SongsaaMarine

Upper: cotton canvas | denim
Sole: jute with organic rubber outer

Our ExtraFit design
with fitted flexible band
maximises comfort on
the instep.
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SIZE CHART

43 10.5 9.5

44 11 10

45 12 11

46 12.5 11.5

47 13.5 12.5

48 14 13

49 15 14

ORDERING
INFORMATION: 

Our espadrilles are made
in standard European
sizes. They are made from
cotton canvas or denim so
can stretch with wear.
Espadrilles should feel a
little tight when first
wearing to allow for this
give in the fabric.

Not sure of your size?
Simply draw around your
feet on paper marking the
front of your longest toe
and the back of your heel
bone. Measure the length
and use the chart to
confirm your size. Easy! 

For those with a high
instep, we recommend the
ExtraFit design with flexible
elastic band to maximise
your comfort on the
instep.

PRICE:
Size 35 - 46  $25.00
Size 47 - 49  $28.00
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Made ethically
Our workshop provides a safe and healthy work
environment for our team, a place where our products
are created with care and commitment to the sound of
friendly chatter and laughter.

Manufacturing with purpose
Our footwear is a labour of love, not only in its design but
in its creation. We take pride in doing things right, this
means producing our footwear responsibly, the only way
to do things in our book. 





@kingdomofwow.com

Wat Polanka Road
 Siem Reap

Monday - Friday 08h00 - 17h00
hello@kingdomofwow.com

https://www.facebook.com/kingdom.of.wow
https://www.instagram.com/kingdom.of.wow/
https://twitter.com/kingdom_of_wow
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kingdomofwow/
https://www.pinterest.com/kingdomofwow/
https://kingdomofwow.com/slippers/
https://kingdomofwow.com/slippers/
https://kingdomofwow.com/espadrilles/
https://bit.ly/3dXyLCI

